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Ad Hoc Budget Committee Recommendations

Interim University Council Approval
2015
Phase I Recommendations

1. Major revision in how the university conducts strategic planning.
2. Appointment or identification of a Director of Strategic Planning and Budgeting
3. Address campus communication
4. Gather information and develop a new budget model
What we learned from Ohio U & Wright State U visits

1. Communication is vital
2. Don’t oversell
3. Keep the model simple
4. There will be added costs at the college level
5. The cultural change is more important than the actual budget model
What we learned cont...

6. Base college revenue on a SCH/majors ratio that best fits the university
7. Use a flat tax and subvention
8. Administrative/support units should continue under a monitored incremental budget model
9. Consultants may or may not be needed
10. We need a clear set of reasons for switching to a new model
• Next Steps…

• Communication

• The “Model” – (Parallel Year)